
 



 

 

 

 

It is not long now until that day when the single men hide away in their rooms while the committed one- yes we 

did say the committed ones are out there spending dollars on their loved ones. Well, can’t ignore the ones who’re 

single yet not ready to mingle and are totally in love with themselves. They take themselves to dinner buy gifts for 

themselves and have fun. 

 

That just proves that Valentine’s Day is just around the corner and all things are turning into the colors of love 

around us. The brands are getting all decked up, the showrooms are being decorated, the world is being painted 

red and obviously, the sales have begun. Being a man, have you ever got a pair of men’s underwear as a gift? 

Or, being a woman have you ever gifted the same to your partner? 

 

This is the Valentine’s Day edition of Mensuas Magazine that will throw light on some of the most popular aspects 

of the day of love. 

 

Men’s underwear can be the perfect gift for men and for you. Hence, you have a win-win situation once you set 

these things right. What things?? That’s exactly what this edition will be talking about in order to make the whole 

gifting thing a lot more memorable and passionate.  
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You might have more than the just color of love in life or probably every color would have something about it to 

make you feel loved. However, if you look at Mensuas, you’ll find an entire Valentine underwear collection 

dedicated to the day of Love with colors both pink and red. 

     Red essentials 

 

Red might be the color of passion, but it is also the color that is considered fiery and hot. Being one of the 

boldest colors, it is time for you to paint your man’s world red with the products available at the store. 

       Pink essentials 

 

Who said anything about pink being a feminine color? Aren’t you aware of the fact that men rock this color in 

every possible clothing article? Well, if you still doubt it, take a look at the collection here. 
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There are men from all walks of life! You’ll have men who are jack of all trades but master of none while there are 

those who tailor made for something. Then there are the bad boys, the artists, the regular ones and the adventurer 

types. What’s your guy like? Broadly talking about personalities, there’ll be men who like to stay conventional 

whereas; the other are adventurer types. 

The Conventional Guy 

 

Well, the traditional men are the loyal ones who are generally down to earth and stable. They know their needs 

and do not fancy a lot of things including their underneath fashion. They are the ones who like to keep it subtle, 

sophisticated, and supported below the belt. He might be the one who doesn’t know how to excite things with you, 

but you’re there anyways and will guide him throughout. These guys are the ones who like to keep their manhood 

decked up with lots and lots of fabric. Probably the boxer brief or boxer shorts guy. 

     The Adventurous Guy 

 

He’ll be fun and very exciting to be around. With the urge of opportunities of having his next adventure, men 

filtered in this category are the ones who love to plan the next adventure even before the first gets over. In terms 

of underwear, they’ll try on a variety of things that ooze out sex appeal. From the hot sheer underwear to the 

steamingly erotic thongs that lay everything on the table. 
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So many varieties available in the industry, thanks to the technologies that has made it possible for men to look 

the just way they’ve always wanted to. Now whether your guy loves to show off his butts the better way or gives 

that extra bulge to the manhood, there’s an option tailor-made for their needs. 

Anatomical pouches 

 

Anatomical pouches allow the manhood to stay as it wants to without any shaping or lifting technique. A big 

pouch (most of the time) that lets the shaft take its place and leaves room for the ultimate comfort. 

Contouring/Shaping/Enhancing pouches 

 

Well, this comes as a complete opposite of the above kind where the manhood does not get a lot of room for 

adjusting itself. Whether you’re in love with inbuilt c-rings or sexy outline piping pouches that push the package 

upwards, these are the best options. 

        Butt Lifting underwear 

 

 

 

It is not only women who want their butts to look rounder and more appealing, men too desire the same!! With an 

extra layer of fabric or some other modern technique, the butt flaps are lifted and made to look rounder. 
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When we’ve already talked about the kind of personalities of men and even the kind of men’s underwear that are 

meant for them, it is time for you to take a look at which product perfectly matches the needs of the entire 

Valentine’s Week. 

 

These are the following days of the Week of Love that you mustn’t forget. 
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Rose Day being the starting of the Love Week, all you need is a Rose in your hand and a little confidence that’ll 

take your relationship to the next level. Whether you’re starting a new relationship with your partner or taking this 

opportunity to revive your old fling, start it will all the support and confidence. 

 

Agacio Asymmetric Boxer is what provides you the opportunity to look and feel absolutely stunning down there. 

With the asymmetric print all over and the Agacio signature support, you’ll be prepared for the new start of your 

relationship. Chances are very few but if the moment calls for some action, your partner won’t even get 

disappointed with what you got down there. 
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This is the day where you actually need to gather up a lot of courage if you are planning to say those three magical 

words to someone. Saying “I love you” is not enough, make sure you express in way that your partner understands 

the intensity of your emotions for her. Dress well, pick up some flowers or a gift- most probably a ring, or anything 

else to let her know how you for her. Don’t make it too dramatic and don’t even take a lot of time in doing so. Be 

quick and crisp while expressing! 

 

Cover Male Exclusiveness Bikini Brief is what you need at the moment. You should love yourself before you 

express your love for someone else and that’s exactly what this pair does for you. It holds your boy in a way that 

the luxurious fabric pampers as well as the support boosts your confidence. Make sure the positive happens with 

this being your lucky charm. 
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Probably the sweetest day on earth for men whose proposals have been accepted, Chocolate Day is a lot 

happier. To make the celebrations sweeter, chocolates do the magic. If you think gifting chocolates is overrated 

and way too common, you can think of something else. Invite your partner and share the chocolate cake made by 

you. Love and chocolate is a sinful combination, so lure your partner and relish on each other and not just 

chocolates. 

 

The Honcho Bikini Brief is what makes it perfect for the occasion. With the sheer and solid combination, you are 

all set for the naughty mistakes that can happen once the chocolate starts to work on the hormones as well as the 

ambiance calls for the romantic move. Without getting too sultry, this pair will reveal your sexuality and how sexy 

you are underneath. 
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It might sound cliched, but teddy day is probably every woman’s favorite day of the week. A representation of 

affection and cuddling, teddies as gifts for your partner (both male or female) are best. At least they’ll stay even 

when you are not there to comfort each other on difficult days. This gift can sit in your room and always remind you 

of the special love you have in your life. You can choose the size that you can afford or at least your partner can 

afford to take in. 

 

Be the teddy for her on the 4th day of the Valentine Week with the Miami Jock Exalting Sagacity Body Suit. This 

costume would not only define your body as well as the manhood, it’ll also make you look like a handsome hunk 

with a chiseled body. You never know when she’ll hug you and pamper you like a teddy. Hence, be prepared for 

the occasion! 
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This is the day where your partner expects you to make a promise that you’ll never break. Don’t just say what she 

wants to hear from you, say what you think is feasible and what you think will sustain even if the relationship 

doesn’t. Set up a dinner table under the moonlight where you make your promise just as special as she is to you. 

Be immersed in the moment, and into each other's eyes while you make that promise. 

 

From making a promise that you’ll never disappoint her in bed to something that keeps the relationship going, you 

can promise your partner anything. Daddy Slip Thong is what gives you the confidence and masculine appeal 

which helps you indulge in the moment with your partner. Without any worries of how you look, the feeling is 

astounding inside-out. Minimal fabric, great exposure, support where you need it and enhanced sex appeal. 
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What can be a better day than a hug day to convey your emotions effectively? Hugs are the same wherever you 

may be or whichever situation you may be. Whether you’ve had a fight and this is a compensation for that or it is 

the celebration of Valentine week, hugs just intend to spread warmth and love to the other person. Whether you 

want to stay alone- just the two of you or want to join in some friends, plan a picnic to a spot away from your 

places. Talk, eat, play and obviously hug each other to spread the joy of love with one another. Look for 

opportunities to hug your darling and see their eyes smile. 

 

2xist Sweats Boxer Brief is what you need here. Outing, games, sweating, comfort, definition on the legs and 

support on the manhood is what you need. Hence, the pair would provide you with the best of each mentioned 

above with its features like luxurious fabric, functional fly, ample coverage on the legs and much more. Well, it 

looks very masculine to the eyes as well. 
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People hype the kiss day as if it is probably the last day of your life. Well, it is definitely one of the most awaited 

day of Valentine’s Week, but surely isn’t that event where you’re all over the place. With Valentine’s Day being the 

big day, spend this one a home. Cook food together, watch movies, bend in and kiss each other, have wine and 

finally play games. Whether you kiss her on the forehead or call in for a passionate French kiss, just make sure 

that you kiss with all the emotions. 

 

Intymen Infinite Space Boxer is an ideal pair for those who look for comfort in their underneath fashion. With a 

spacious design and ample room for breathability and comfort, this pair is perfect. You wouldn’t need to have 

anything else except for this underwear style while you cook, play or even lean on to kiss your partner. 
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With all the days well spent, you can plan the entire day with your partner and do things that she likes. Whether it is 

shopping, watching movies, eating at her favorite restaurant or something else, make sure the day is not wasted. 

Make a big card for her with all the memories brought together in one recalling your friendship if you’ve been 

friends for a while or how you see your future with her. Spend the day together and probably the night as well, if the 

situation calls for it. 

 

Do not go over the board if it is your first time together but if you’ve known each other well, a thong or g-string 

Underwear would take the experience to the seventh heaven. With all the passion and intensity, the solid/sheer 

design of Good Devil Oriental Touch Slip Thong makes sure that attention is where it should be. 
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